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Hyland, Richard. 2009. Gifts: A
Study in Comparative Law.
Oxford: Oxford University Press.
xxi+708 p. ISBN-13: 9780195343366, £80.
In his interdisciplinary book about
the social meanings and legal value
of gifts, as seen from various
comparative perspectives,
Professor Richard Hyland (from
Rutgers University Law School)
declares in his foreword that “the
gift has created an extraordinary
interdisciplinary conversation, one
of the most exciting in all of the
human sciences” (p. xxi). From that
moment, the reader will find some
600 pages of deep discussion and
serious comparisons about how
gifts are perceived, exchanged,
regulated, and ruled in modern
societies, followed by more than
1000 bibliographical sources (see
pp. 597-667) plus an index.
Obviously, this book is not dealing
with little gifts and frivolous
anecdotes.
This hefty book comprises
eight chapters. Bringing historical

elements, the opening chapter
discusses the basic writings on gifts
using an anthropological
perspective (from Marcel Mauss to
Malinowski). Perhaps the most
useful portion for graduate
students, the second chapter
focuses on methodological
approaches. Oddly, it is only in
Chapter 3 that the reader is
granted with a few definitions of
the gift; in fact, many similar
definitions are provided, for
instance in the USA, where “the
American Restatement (Third) of
Property considers a gift to be a
transfer of an ownership interest to
the done without consideration
and with donative intent” (p. 131).
Elsewhere, an Indian commentator
once wrote that a gift “is
essentially a gratuitous transfer”
(p. 135). But this brief assessment
needs to be nuanced: ‘In a sale, the
price is generally equivalent to the
value of the goods, whereas in a
gift, the donee receives a right
without surrendering an
equivalent’ (p. 144). Chapter 4 is
about gift capacity and Chapter 5
is about obligations and gift
promises. Chapter 6 is centred on
‘making the gift’ (for properties,
equities, shares of stock, but also
gifts to charity) while Chapter 7
questions the irrevocability of gifts
and investigates cases of
revocation. Finally, Chapter 8
reflects on ‘the place of the gift’,
although this portion should not be
seen as a conclusion. Issues related
to customs, taxes, inheritance,
succession law appear in many
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chapters.
Even though the author is
based in the USA, his main focus is
not America, but rather Europe,
and especially France. The most
frequent comparisons made in this
book are mainly and firstly
between France and Belgium,
although other countries’ laws such
as England, Germany, Spain, Italy,
and some others are studied as
well, but individually. Categories of
gifts are countless and are
articulated constantly (p. 164). For
example, the difference between a
gift and a customary gift lies “in
their differing social roles” (p. 164).
Other examples are tips and
gratuities, which in Germany are
considered as customary gifts, not
subject to government rules (p.
169). Varieties of “indirect gifts”
are studied; those are considered
as such whenever they are
“accomplished without gift
formalities by means of an
independent legal act that is valid
in itself” (pp. 393 and 402). For
example in Spain, the “gift
disguised as a sale” is void, “even if
made in a notarial writing”, mainly
“because of the important
differences in tax treatment
between sales and gifts” (p. 402).
Otherwise, some fundamental
questions remain unanswered in
many countries, for instance
regarding gifts given by
pharmaceutical companies to
physicians, a phenomenon that is
still unregulated in many countries
(p. 310). Many anthropological
dimensions and cases are
presented and compared, for
instance “gifts from the Body”, such
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as organs given by living persons
(p. 470).
While this extensive book
does not (and cannot) provide all
the information about gifts in
every country, it is undoubtedly
instructive, detailed, and thorough.
Finally, one more positive thing
must be said about Professor
Richard Hyland’s style, which is
vivid, clear, and elegant. His
Preface expresses his doubts that
no one will ever read his book
from cover to cover put a finger on
a real problem within the
academia; his remarks about his
colleagues and law professors who
never read law books is
surprisingly universal (p. xix).
When he is writing, Professor
Hyland does not jump immediately
to results, he does not begin with
answers and clues; he retells his
search process step by step and
presents his collection of
information in detail before going
into his peroration.
In my view, Gifts: a Study in
Comparative Law is not only a law
book; it is rather an
anthropological exploration of gifts
and related customs around the
globe. The research and
documentation found here is
impressive and it is obvious that
many years of reading, comparing,
and writing were necessary to
obtain such a rich resource. For its
author, this is clearly the book of a
lifetime.
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Book Review: Lori Allen, The Rise
and Fall of Human Rights:
Cynicism and Politics in Occupied
Palestine, xviii, 258 pp. bibliogr.
Stanford Studies in Human Rights,
Stanford University Press,
Stanford, California, 2013. $85
(cloth), $24.95 (paper).

Anthropologists have often taken
a cynical approach to the human
rights regime as it emerged in the
latter half of the twentieth century.
Human rights as a depoliticising
ethico-legal system, one imported
by ‘the West’ in a neo-colonial
politics of good will, it has been
argued, must be approached with
scholarly caution. Lori Allen’s
study of human rights in occupied
Palestine turns this scholarship on
its head, examining how
Palestinians’ cynicism towards the
human rights industry might open
up anthropological approaches to
the topic. Allen’s ethnography
follows human rights actors, their
political ethics and varying
commitments to transforming
Palestinian national ethos, and how
they exercise their critiques of the
human rights world even whilst
continuing to perform its politics,
‘as if’ they still believe it will make
a difference.
Allen traces the development
of Palestinian human rights
discourses from the establishment
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of the first Palestinian human
rights organisation, Al-Haq, to
Hamas’ appropriation of human
rights language in its challenge to
the Fateh-dominated Palestinian
Authority. In this historical
trajectory (1979-1990s), human
rights comes full circle: Al-Haq’s
emphases on evidence and
testimony, reports of human rights
violations, and an earnest faith in
an apolitical universalism, are
oddly echoed in Hamas’ ‘politics of
sincerity’ (p.158), which presents
itself as a return to the Palestinian
national cause after its corruption
in the hands of the Palestinian
Authority. The central chapters
chart this transformation, as AlHaq’s hopeful vision is
contaminated by the flow of
foreign funding to human rights
organisations, resulting in the
professionalisation and weakening
of Palestinian resistance
movements. Allen describes the
emergence of an elite cadre of
human rights workers, trainers, and
government representatives, and
how they become caught up in the
money-making world of human
rights.
The point is not, however,
that the human rights industry
corrupts an otherwise more
authentic local resistance – an
argument familiar from previous
anthropological work on human
rights. Rather Allen argues that it
is through attending to
Palestinians’ criticisms of human
rights that we can better
understand how human rights can
limit and generate political claims,
and how global structures of
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governance are hegemonic and
incomplete in a place where the
state is in the making. Palestinians
do not passively receive global
doctrines of law and ethics; they
use and perform them to each
other, and to the outside world, to
criticise their own rulers and the
Israeli occupying forces, to serve
their personal, material and
political interests, and to express
their views on political authority
and national belonging. Employing
the concept of cynicism, Allen
explores the affective contours of
Palestinian politics with all its
shades of disdain, despair,
perseverance and even hope.
Allen enters an increasingly
nuanced debate on the politics of
humanity, whilst also contributing
to political anthropology’s queries
about the nature of sovereignty
and popular acquiescence or
resistance to it. Her main points of
reference in this endeavour are
Wedeen’s (1999) and NavaroYashin’s (2002) ethnographies of
Syrian and Turkish politics
respectively. These studies
investigate the politics of ‘as if’ and
cynicism – when political power is
reproduced through citizens’ acting
‘as if’ they believe in sovereign
authority, despite their lack of
emotional and ideological
commitment. Allen differentiates
her analysis from both by pointing
to the incompleteness of state
hegemony in the Palestinian
context, where the state remains
unstable. Allen underlines the
ambivalence of Palestinians’
relations to all of those who claim
sovereignty by highlighting their
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continuing engagements with the
human rights system’s promise of a
universalist battle against injustice,
even with the awareness that it has
failed to bring an end to violence
and oppression.
The final chapter examines
Hamas’ politics and its adoption of
human rights vocabularies, its
concern for the national cause and
resistance to Israel and the broad
disillusionment with the
Palestinian Authority. Because she
was unable to do much participant
observation in Gaza Allen
primarily relies on Hamas’ public
rhetoric for her analysis of their
appeal to the Palestinian people
through human rights claims,
which leaves it less effective than
other chapters. Hamas’ ethical
position is explained without much
critical distance or attention to
Palestinian critiques of such
rhetoric or its relation to Hamas’
actions. The perspective Allen
offers is valuable and necessary,
given widespread
misunderstanding of what the
party represents for Palestinians,
but the lack of attention to the
dynamics of local critiques
underlines what it is most effective
and illuminating about the rest of
the ethnography. As the author
explicitly states (p.10), it is only
through ethnographic sensitivity
that scholars may understand
human rights work and its relation
to political authority.
Allen’s ethnography is a
nuanced account of anthropology’s
engagement with human rights, the
state, and the relation of popular
imaginations of sovereignty and
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acts of resistance. At a time when
Palestinians and others in the
Middle East face great political
uncertainty, Allen’s study is a
welcome contribution for scholars
and students seeking a greater
understanding of this complex and
troubled political milieu.
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Lucht, Hans. 2012. Darkness
before Daybreak: African
Migrants Living on the Margins in
Southern Italy Today. Berkeley:
University of California Press. Isbn
0520270738, xxii, 284 pp, price:
$26.95
While academic writing in the
fields of migration and refugee
studies largely focuses on spatial
considerations of migrants’
subjectivities in the points of
departure or the places of arrival,
the full trajectories of such
2013 © Aequitas Publishing

migratory movements have rarely
been analysed with comparable
depth. Hans Lucht’s monograph,
which won the Association for
Africanist Anthropology’s Elliott
P. Skinner Book Award in 2012,
valiantly explores the dynamics of
route and movement through a
translocal analysis of the migration
process.
The author profiles the lives
of several Ghanaian fishermen
currently residing in southern Italy
through seven chapters that shift
among several ethnographic fields
(Ghana, Libya, Niger and Italy).
These particular contexts of
departure, transit and arrival make
for particularly compelling study of
how the residents have been
forgotten, discarded or exploited
vis-à-vis global society.
The first three chapters
document the existences of
Ghanaian migrants in Naples,
following their daytime bus rides
and factory night shifts. Lucht
excellently details their everyday
lives and experiences of
discrimination and exclusion in the
Italian underground economy. He
considers briefly the context of
Italian immigration policy,
questioning whether changes in
EU regulation, more broadly, have
merely displaced responsibility for
migrants’ precarity (and deaths)
onto intermediary transit states
such as Libya and Morocco (p.
175).
Chapters 4 and 5 comprise
the most interesting and wellcrafted sections. These focus on
the journeys migrants make from
Africa to Europe across desert and
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sea, and the political economy of
smuggling in these spaces. Lucht
offers compelling narratives of
these movements: we frequently
hear international media reports of
rafts capsizing in the
Mediterranean, but are rarely
presented so vividly with the
grueling trans-Saharan treks that
often precede such journeys.
In the last two chapters, the
author turns to Senya Beraku in
Ghana, the erstwhile village home
of many of these migrants. Here,
he poses a Borgesian question:
What becomes of a fishing village
when there are no more fish?
Senya Beraku presents yet another
space of precarity and liminality, a
by-product of the over-fishing
caused in part by EU agreements
which allow for foreign pillaging of
waters off the West African coast.
The village’s fishermen frequently
end up hired by smugglers for
transport ships across the
Mediterranean.
Lucht’s focal concept
throughout his analysis is that of
existential reciprocity, the notion
that expectations in life are
managed by ‘the success of
reciprocal encounters … obtained
in the environments that one is
sustained by, and by the measure
of leverage one is thereafter able
to exercise regarding the direction
of one’s life’ (p.96). This outlook
accounts for the book’s title, which
alludes to the need to exert oneself
(and occasionally suffer) before
reaping reciprocal reward. Lucht
presents various philosophical
considerations for this concept,
invoking, among others, Agamben,
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Kierkegaard, Seneca and
Devereux, to interrogate the states
of exception and of existential
angst among migrants residing
in Europe’s forgotten pockets. He
explains that migrants look to
establish a moral horizon for the
worlds they live in, thus asserting
agency in the face of arbitrariness,
uncertainty and hardship. Such a
worldview, along with material
interdependence among actors,
can form the bases of a
transformative solidarity for those
in precarious and difficult
situations. As such, it brings out
the anticipation, hope and
imagination of people who endure
hardship and loss to pursue the
dream of a better life somewhere
else.
This ethnography joins
something of a zeitgeist of
contemporary scholarship tracing
the journeys of trans-Saharan
migration – from West or East
Africa though (most often) Libya
and Morocco, then onto Europe
via Italy, Malta or Spain. The book
adds to the literature on the
subjectivities of the migration
experience, engaging with the
necessary flexibility of migrants
throughout their journeys and the
malleability of their aspirations
before, during and after the
physical act of migration. It seeks
to explore the dialectic between
mobility and immobility implicit in
such processes. It is novel by not
glorifying cosmopolitanism, in the
focus on contemporary Europe,
and by taking to task the issue of
precarious labour.
Darkness before Daybreak
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was developed from the author’s
doctoral thesis and, refreshingly, is
not replete with an over-cooked
review on migration studies’
literature. The book does draw
attention to areas in definitive
need of further scholarship (e.g.
the fairness of EU fishing policies
or Libya’s migrant detention
centres), which also indicate it
could have usefully offered
suggestions for future research and
analysis.
Overall, the work, strongly
moves an anthropology focused on
irregular migration from the
Global South and the problems
that often result from it beyond a
limited lenses. Further, it
contextualizes informal,
intersecting spaces of legality,
illegality, and alegality. But for a
few minor editorial oversights
(occasional missing bibliographical
citations, errant punctuation and
alphabetisation, and several
references to the Danish-language
editions of works originally written
in English), Darkness before
Daybreak offers in-depth, multisited, longitudinal and reflective
ethnography and is a strong
addition to the anthropology of
migration.
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